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based on hardto.video.gameplay-japan iso release: hardto-japan.videogameplay.iso (2,764,856,320
bytes) 100% lossless & md5 perfect: all files are identical to originals after installation nothing
ripped, nothing re-encoded extractor ready: extract all iso files from archive and click on game

executable to launch the game no installer! significantly smaller archive size (compressed from 2.7
to 1.7 gb) installation takes 10-20 seconds after-install integrity check so you could make sure that
everything installed properly hdd space after installation: 2.3 gb language can be changed in game
settings repack uses xtool library by razor12911 at least 2 gb of free ram (inc. virtual) required for

installing this repack game description hardto video gameplay: the best game of the series by
japanese developer, hardto. video gameplay, but hardto. video gameplay has so much content that
you can play it in single player without the other games in the series! japanese text included. based

on kingdom.survival.hack.remastered-rosso iso release: rossos.kingdom.remastered.iso
(2,872,714,592 bytes) 100% lossless & md5 perfect: all files are identical to originals after

installation nothing ripped, nothing re-encoded significantly smaller archive size (compressed from
2.7 to 1.9 gb) installation takes 10-20 seconds after-install integrity check so you could make sure
that everything installed properly hdd space after installation: 2.4 gb language can be changed in

game settings repack uses xtool library by razor12911 at least 2 gb of free ram (inc. virtual) required
for installing this repack game description kingdom survival hack: remastered is a complete overhaul

of the classic game with restored, previously cut content!
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based on infinity.infinity-codex iso release: codex-infinity.infinity.iso (21,467,760,528 bytes) 100%
lossless & md5 perfect: all files are identical to originals after installation nothing ripped, nothing re-

encoded significantly smaller archive size (compressed from 11.3 to 3.1 gb) installation takes 3-8
minutes (depending on your system) after-install integrity check so you could make sure that

everything installed properly hdd space after installation: up to 11.9 gb repack uses xtool library by
razor12911 at least 2 gb of free ram (inc. virtual) required for installing this repack language can be

changed in game settings at least 2 gb of free ram (inc. virtual) required for installing this repack
game description infinity is a sci-fi-action shooter game where the player must control a squad of

cyborgs in a battle against the alien invasion. the game takes place in a future where the earth has
been invaded by an alien race, and you are the only hope to stop them. the player can choose from

a variety of different classes and powers to specialize in different combat tactics, and can switch
between them at will. each class has unique abilities and a large arsenal of weapons and equipment.

the game contains four game modes, ranging from survival to squad-based multiplayer. based on
remastered.usenet.iso release: ds-usenet-remastered.iso (3,766,562,240 bytes) (note: this repack

doesn't have spanish, german and french voiceovers. english is included by default) 100% lossless &
md5 perfect: all files are identical to originals after installation nothing ripped, nothing re-encoded

significantly smaller archive size (compressed from 5.8 to 3.6 gb, depending on selected
components) installation takes 1-3 minutes (depending on your system) after-install integrity check

so you could make sure that everything installed properly hdd space after installation: 3.8 gb
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